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1571 ABSTRACT 
A conical shaped mirror (34) fits on the end of a weld- 
ing torch (10) to reflect light from the arc (30) back onto 
the workpiece. The torch (10) has an internal coaxial 
viewing system consisting of a lens (12) which focuses 
the field of view of the weld scene of the workpiece 
onto the end (16) of a fiberoptic bundle (18). The trans- 
mitted image of the fiberoptic bundle (18) is provided to 
a camera lens (20) which focuses it onto a TV sensor 
array (23) for transmission. The reflected arc (30) light 
illuminates the dark areas of the weld area and thereby 
provides a more detailed image for the viewing system. 










DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 
INVENTION 
Referring to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a schematic of a 
5 welding torch 10 having an internal coaxial viewing 
system consisting of a lens 12 which focuses the field of 
16 of the fiberoptic bundle 18. The transmitted image of 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National the fiberoptic bundle 18 is provided to a camera lens 2~ 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 10 which focuses it onto a TV Sensor array 2 for transmis- 
(72 Stat. 435, 42 U.S.C. 2457). sion. In this example, the welding torch 10 is the Gas- 
Tungsten-Arc (GTA) type and the internal lens 12 is 
above the electrode collet holder and aligned with the 
This invention relates to a welding torch arc light tungsten electrode 22. The field of view 14 is limited by 
reflector and shield, and more particularly, to an arc l5 the diameter of the gas cup 24 and in this example the 
light reflector for enhancing the TV monitoring image view shows the weld pool 26 and the weld bead 28 and 
of welds using a welding torch having a coaxial viewing the cold feed wire 29. The scene is illuminated by the 
system. 1 
joint and weld pool edge features from a digitized TV 
2o image of the scene, the extracted information can be BACKGROUND ART 
The most promising methods of providing real-time utilized to control the relative location of the joint, weld 
weld process sensors for weld tracking have utilized pool, size of the weld pool, and the cold wire feed rate. 
some variation of optical sensing. The emerging vision TO improve the clarity ofthe image ofthe monitoring 
techolo@es have included a coaxial optical system 25 system, an arc light reflector 34 is shown fitted to the 
which involves the placement of the primary imaging end of the torch housing Or gas CUP 24. The arc light 
lens w i t h  the surrounding housing of the electrode reflector 34 as shown best in FIG. 2 consists of a circu- 
the housing or gas cup surrounding the electrode. Usu- 30 end housing 24 and an internal 
transmit the image to a camera in a remote location. 
Thus, the camera electronics are in a location remote 
from the harsh welding environment. 
WELDING TORCH WITH ARC LIGHT 
REF'LECTOR 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
Of work under a NASA 'Ontract and is 
The invention described herein was made in the per- view 14 ofthe weld scene ofthe workpiece onto the end 
TECHNICAL FIELD 
light from the arc 30. By extracting the location of the 
such that the lens optical axis is aligned with the elec- 
&ode. The field of view is limited to the exit diameter of 
lar annular member with an upper circular opening 
portion 27 corresponding to the outer diameter of the 
38 which extends from the lower Outer edge Of the 
section portion 
member to the upper opening portion 27 surrounding 
the torch housing 24. The member 34 is made of stain- 
less steel and the internal conical section portion 38 is 
35 polished so as to serve as a mirror which reflects the 
bright arc light back onto the darker areas of the weld 
monitoring system. 
ally a fiberoptic image bundle is utilized to optically 
The lack Of uniformity Of light in the 
area-the welding arc being too bright and surrounding area and thereby provide a more detailed image for the 
welding area too dark-has proven to be detrimental in 
using through-the-torch viewing because of the diffi- use of 
CultY in reco&ing features in the image which have 4o the intense arc light that is already present in the normal 
widely different brightness. One solution to this prob- process of arc welding to provide an excellent image for 
lem was having large, expensive, bright, quartz, halo- the monitoring system which can more easily be digi- 
gen electric lights directed onto the weld area, but this tized. It is relatively non-intrusive and does not interfere 
solution has not worked well. with the addition of filler wire 29. 
While the invention has been described relative to a 
STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION specific embodiment, it is evident that modifications and 
It has been found that by using a conical section changes may be made with regard thereto without de- 
shaped metal mirror attached to the end of the electrode parting from the scope of the invention. 
housing or cup the bright arc light is reflected back onto What is claimed is: 
the darker surrounding areas providing a more even 50 1. In an electric arc welding torch having a housing 
light distribution and, thus, a clearer detailed with an internal optical viewing system for viewing the 
mirror serves to shield the operator from the arc light, an member On the end Of the torch housing 
adjacent the welding area, reducing the incidence of arc flash. said annular member having an internal reflective 
surface coaxially with the end of the arc welding 
torch and extending outwardly therefrom for re- to provide an arc light reflector for welding torches 
flecting the arc light onto the welding area thereby having optical viewing systems. 
providing a more even light distribution and a Another object is to provide a conical-section shaped 
mirror on the end of the electrode housing to reflect the clearer image for the internal optic-. viewing 
arc light onto the welding area and to shield the opera- tem as well as to shield the operator of the welding 
tor from the arc light. torch from the arc light. 
2. In an electric arc welding torch comprising an BRIEF DESCRIPT1oN OF THE DRAWINGS electrode coaxially extending from a housing and 
FIG. 1 is a schematic of a welding torch with a coax- 65 though a surrounding gas cup, said housing having an 
internal viewing system consisting of optics which fo- 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along a line 2-2 of cuses the weld scene of the electrode arc onto an image 
transmission means, the improvement comprising: 
me arc light reflector 34 is simple but 
45 
image for the modtoring system. Also such a metal weld area, the improvement comprising: 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 55 
ial viewing system and an arc light reflector. 
FIG. 1 showing in more detail the arc light reflector. 
4,43 3,0464 
3 4 
an arc light reflector with an upper circular opening 
portion fitted onto the end portion of said gas cup, 
said arc light reflector having an internal generally 
conical section portion extending outwardly from 
the upper circular opening portion to its lower 5 
reflects the bright arc light back onto the darker 
areas of the weld area and thereby provide a more 
detailed image for the internal viewing system. 
3. An electric arc welding torch according to claim 2, 
further comprising: edge, ' 
said internal generally conical section podion being said arc light reflector is made Of stainless steel. 
Q O O O O  highly reflective so as to serve as a mirror which 
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